
What was the challenge?
  Cultural Fire Credits is an initiative by the 
Firesticks Alliance Indigenous Corporation 
and the Aboriginal Carbon Foundation 
supporting Indigenous-led projects 
and providing pathways for Aboriginal 
communities to utilise traditional land 
management practices to heal, protect 
and manage the Country. For information 
designers practicing as allies, advocates 
and activists for Indigenous communities 
the decolonisation of design practices is 
the key challenge

What was the solution?
The co-design of the brand mark, knowledge 
triangle and visual language to communicate 
the philosophy and guidelines of the 
Indigenous designed and led cultural 
fire credits, the partnership between 
Firesticks Alliance and the Aboriginal 
Carbon Foundation, the implementation and 
assessment of the cultural fire credits, the 
principles of the mentoring program and the 
Indigenous governance processes. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kfv5zhodd
u5AJYmRvpC3gYs5VpSE5pvR/view

What was the effect? 
The brand mark, the knowledge triangle  
and the visual language are co-designed  
as a visual foundation for ongoing programs. 
The information design was informed by 
Indigenous-led protocols and guided by 
principles of respect and reciprocity. The 
decolonising practices of the information 
designer include deep listening and iterative 
consultations in collaboration practices to 
ensure the processes of translation and 
interpretation foreground Indigenous  
self-determination and sovereignty. 

Category: Social Affairs

Project: Working with First Nations Peoples:  
  Co-designing a visual language.

Contact:
Dr Jacqueline Gothe
University of Technology Sydney
Jacqueline.Gothe@uts.edu.au
firesticks.org.au/cultural-fire-credits/
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Brand mark designed by Lyndal Harris Jacqueline Gothe with Peta Standley in consultation with Firesticks 
Alliance and Aboriginal Carbon Foundation 2022. This brand mark represents the partnership between  
Firesticks Alliance and Aboriginal Carbon Foundation demonstrating the relational connections between  
culture and governance, country and knowledge, community and mentorship and Indigenous led protocols.
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2.1.1. The Knowledge Triangle – 
Knowing what it is, knowing what it does, 
and knowing how to do it

Ste� ensen describes the Knowledge Triangle as 
“a formula … that create[s] life or create[s] being 
and process.” He explains that the number three is 
“the basis for life … three connected is what makes 
us up and what keeps us going.” For example, the 
three elements that make up human life are oxygen, 
food, and water; for fire, it’s oxygen, heat, and fuel. 
For the Knowledge Triangle, the three elements 
are “knowing what it is, knowing what it does and 
knowing how to do it. That process [guides] our 
doing and our responsibilities and our actions which 
is also a necessity for life.” In this sense, he considers 
this combination of three elements to be almost like 
a living thing in itself.

To give a practical example of the Knowledge 
Triangle, ‘knowing what it is’ might apply specifically 
to identifying a plant, ‘knowing what it does’ might 
be knowing that the leaves of that plant are good 
for a sore stomach, and ‘knowing how to do it’ 
might mean preparing the plant as medicine. This 
final step – committing an action of knowledge 
that is of benefit and sustainable – can [also] be 
seen on a large scale in terms of a whole mass of 
people and in terms of where we are today with 
society … research methodologies and current 
understanding of environment.” He goes on to say 
that “understanding of process and action is usually 
distorted … by government policies or bureaucracies 
or simply the loss of knowledge, so the loss of 
knowledge can … stall that process and put people 
in the situation of only having two sides of the 
triangle like knowing what it is and knowing what 
it does but … not … how to apply it or how it works 
or how to do it and that’s a fundamental problem 
within the application of contemporary fire practice.” 
(Ste� ensen, V. field notes, 24 June 2016 in 
Standley. P. 2019)

2.1

Applying the Knowledge 
Triangle to Cultural Fire Credits

KNOWING HOW TO DO IT

KNOWING WHAT IT DOES 

KNOWING HOW IT WORKS

KNOWING OUR 
RESPONSIBILITY

KNOWING WHO WE ARE 

KNOWING WHAT TO DO

KNOWING WHAT IT IS

       FIGURE 1 THE KNOWLEDGE TRIANGLE
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FIRESTICKS ALLIANCE

Founded in 2018, the Firesticks Alliance Indigenous 
Corporation (Firesticks Alliance/Firesticks) is a not-
for profit Indigenous-led network that aims to activate 
and increase the use of cultural burning by facilitating 
cultural learning pathways to fire and land management.  

The Firesticks Alliance Indigenous Corporation (ICN-8778) 
provides advocacy and action to support Indigenous leadership 
and protect, conserve, and enhance cultural and natural 
values of people and Country through cultural fire and land 
management practices.

Firesticks Programs have three interlinked outcomes:

   Burn Country the right way in order to heal Country and 
community

   Mentor, train, and support Indigenous communities to take  
a leading role in implementing cultural burning practices 
across Australia

   Develop effective pathways to include and amplify the impact 
of Indigenous knowledge in Australia’s ongoing land, water, 
and emergency management.

To learn more visit HTTPS://WWW.FIRESTICKS.ORG.AU

 

ABORIGINAL CARBON FOUNDATION

Founded in 2010, the Aboriginal Carbon Foundation 
(AbCF) is a not-for-profit entity that supports carbon 
farming projects led by Traditional Custodians and 
Indigenous rangers, and strengths-based community 
development.  

AbCF has pioneered carbon farming training to enhance 
Indigenous peoples’ engagement with the burgeoning carbon 
industry. Furthermore, AbCF has developed an Indigenous-led 
impact measurement process for the environmental, social, and 
cultural core-benefits of carbon farming projects.  

AbCF connects Aboriginal communities who supply carbon 
credits with organisations seeking to offset their carbon 
footprint and provides nationally accredited training for 
Indigenous rangers.

AbCF’s vision is to catalyse life-changing community prosperity 
through carbon farming.

To learn more visit HTTPS://WWW.ABCFOUNDATION.ORG.AU
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Who we are
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Part 4-5: How to purchase or  
supply Cultural Fire Credits?
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“ We want to see more employment for all the Aboriginal people managing 
landscapes. We want to see traditional knowledge taught in schools. We want to 
see monitoring, collecting data and doing their own research to deliver Cultural 
fire to the World, proudly from Indigenous knowledge and proudly from the 
communities of Australia.” — VICTOR STEFFENSEN (FIRESTICKS VIRTUAL CONFERENCE REPORT. 2021, P. 8)
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TABLE 1 COLLABORATIONS AND PARTNERSHIPS

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

QLD GOVERNMENT
The Core Benefits Verification Framework (AbCF)  
developed with the support of the Queensland Government.

MULONG & THE IMPORTANCE OF CAMPFIRES RESEARCH
Fire and the Story is released by Steffensen
The Importance of Campfires is released by Standley
The concept of a fit-for-purpose credit was explored in 
collaboration with Mulong.

SUNCORP
The Cultural Fire Mentoring Program further  
developed with support from Suncorp.

GILBERT AND TOBIN 
Gilbert and Tobin provide cultural intellectual property  
and legal support to Firesticks Alliance.

NORTON ROSE FULLBRIGHT
Policy Legislative and Insurance Research 

GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY
Griffith University develops the Business to Consumer online Catalyst Trading Platform to enable  
secure and efficient public investment in the Cultural Fire Credit, as well as other AbCF products.

WWF AUSTRALIA
The Cultural Fire Credit concept and guidelines developed with the 
support of WWF-Australia.

UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY SYDNEY & SEPTEMBER DESIGN STUDIO
Video-graphic Communication co-design of resources  
to support the Cultural Fire Credit
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Our partnership offers a unique blend of 
expertise and experience to deliver the 
innovative Cultural Fire Credit. We are 
unique because:

Our core motivation is cultural maintenance and 
revitalisation, because we understand that with 
cultural revitalisation comes important core-benefits 
– environmental, economic, social, and cultural.

We are Indigenous-led organisations, promoting 
Indigenous-led approaches and contributing to 
the body of knowledge around strengths-based 
approaches and anti-racist frameworks.

 We are not-for-profit organisations focused on 
achieving Aboriginal community goals that are 
focused on healing country and people

 We acknowledge and respect past and present 
Traditional Custodians, honouring their contribution 
and connection to Country

We recognise cultural burning practice as the 
intellectual property of Aboriginal people and as 
part of traditional cultural knowledge systems.

We acknowledge, respect, and seek to preserve 
and protect Indigenous intellectual property 
and Aboriginal leadership, management, and 
implementation of cultural burning practice.

We practise our values, working in culturally 
appropriate ways and offering community-based, 
strengths-based solutions.

We are leaders in Indigenous-led cultural fire 
practice, monitoring, evaluation, and verification 
processes.

We are experts in trading credits that demonstrate 
environmental, economic, social, and cultural 
outcomes

We apply innovative financing and engagement 
mechanisms to support application of traditional 
knowledge and custodianship practices.

We are connected with, collaborate with, and are 
informed by other Indigenous-led organisations 
locally and globally.

We collaborate with Indigenous organisations and 
others who seek to support our vision and share  
our values.

We work on a national scale, having partnerships 
with Indigenous communities across Australia.

We are both local and national: We each have 
a national presence, yet our leaders, team and 
Organisational members are all from local 
communities we work with.

We are each connected globally, having existing 
partnerships with Indigenous organisations and 
nations in what is now Canada and the US; and we 
intend to draw on these relationships to activate 
cultural fire practice globally.

We are creating pathways for investment that 
are Indigenous-owned and -driven, and built 
around Indigenous-led, self-determining solutions 
that foster Indigenous communities’ economic 
independence.

1.2

What makes us unique?
LYNDON DAVIS, KUBI KUBI COUNTRY,  

KENILWORTH BURN WORKSHOP, AUGUST 2021,  
PHOTO CREDIT JENNIFER OLIPHANT
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The Firesticks Alliance and the Aboriginal Carbon Foundation acknowledge all 
Traditional Custodians and honour their continuing connection to Country 

and culture. 

Artwork by Indigenous knowledge holder and fire practitioner Leeton Lee, descendant of Thungutti, Bundjalung  
and Mualgal peoples.
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About us

1

WADAWURRUNG COUNTRY,  
VICTORIAN WOMENS’ FIRESTICKS (WIYN KALKKALK), APRIL 2022,  
PHOTO CREDIT T J  GARVIE PHOTOGRAPHY
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About us

1

WADAWURRUNG COUNTRY,  
VICTORIAN WOMENS’ FIRESTICKS (WIYN KALKKALK), APRIL 2022,  
PHOTO CREDIT T J  GARVIE PHOTOGRAPHY

Acknowledgements support respectful representation and include recognition of Country, description of gathering 
and date, participants and their community, and credit for the photographer. Prior and informed consent is negotiated 
for all images and descriptions.

The Knowledge Triangle. Victor Steffensen and Kuku Thaypan Elders Dr Tommy George and Dr George Musgrave 
developed the knowledge triangle used in the Firesticks mentoring practices. Design Victor Steffensen,  
Jacqueline Gothe Peta Standley and Lyndal Harris


